Abstract-We present experimental and theoretical results on ultrafast nonlinear dynamics in InGaAsP semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs). Carrier heating, spectral hole burning, and two-photon absorption are analyzed by heterodyne pump-probe experiments which deliver basic model parameters like gain-phase coupling parameters of the material. The impact on the device performance induced by these physical effects is verified by cross-gain/cross-phase experiments on InGaAsP-based SOAs and Mach-Zehnder interferometer switches. In the co-propagation arrangement, the switching window with maximum transmission is shown to be 1.5 ps which translates into demultiplexing capabilities beyond 600 Gb/s. Calculations based on a distributed rate equation model show that, for high-speed applications, the switching window can be limited by pulse saturation and by subpicosecond nonlinear effects.
I. INTRODUCTION
H IGH-SPEED optical telecommunication networks with terabit transmission capabilities can be achieved if the data remain in the optical format and bottlenecks due to the optical to electronic conversion are avoided. Recently, 5.12-and 3-Tb/s transmission by combined OTDM and WDM (128 40 Gb/s, 19 160 Gb/s) has been successfully demonstrated [1] , [2] . These systems require ultrafast signal processing like optical multiplexing, add/drop functions, and wavelength conversion. Nonlinear optical loop mirrors (NOLMs) where the switching mechanism is based on fiber Kerr nonlinearities have been used to demultiplex single-wavelength data rates up to 640 Gb/s [3] . However, due to the weak Kerr coefficient in fibers, long fibers and high optical powers are necessary. More efficient and compact solutions can be realized by all-optical switching in semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) where the nonlinear coefficient is much higher.
Various SOA-based switching configurations have been demonstrated, such as terahertz optical asymmetric demul- tiplexers [(TOADs) [4] ], ultrafast nonlinear interferometers [(UNIs) [5] , [6] ], and Mach-Zehnder interferometers [(MZIs) [7] - [10] ]. Among different topologies, monolithically integrated MZI switches represent the most promising solution due to their compact size, thermal stability, and low-power operation. MZI switches have demonstrated single-channel OTDM at up to 168 Gb/s and might even be used for higher data rates [7] , [8] .
Considering various MZI configurations, the symmetric MZI structure provides the highest flexibility and shortest switching windows [11] . In this switch, two SOAs, one in each arm of the interferometer, are excited by short control pulses with an appropriate time delay. This particular switching mechanism cancels out the slow carrier relaxation (several hundreds of ps) leading to nearly ideal switching windows [12] . However, repetition rates higher than 500 Gb/s require subpicosecond signal pulsewidths and the switching windows must approach the picosecond limit. In terabit per second (Tb/s) applications, signal and control pulses even have subpicosecond pulse delays and partial pulse overlaps will be difficult to avoid. Therefore, subpicosecond nonlinearities become of prime importance considerably influencing the switching performance [13] .
In Section II, we present a distributed rate equation model including ps and subpicosecond nonlinear gain and phase nonlinearities. In Section III, the model is calibrated by experimental pump-probe studies which provide key parameters like gain-index coupling parameters for the different nonlinear processes. The influence of subpicosecond ultrafast nonlinearities on the pulse propagation behavior of 150-fs pulses in SOAs is investigated in Section IV by cross-gain and cross-phase modulation experiments (XGM, XPM). As a major result, we observe considerable pulse distortions and pulse chirp. In Section V, the impact of the XGM/XPM-induced pulse distortions on an SOA-based MZI switch is discussed in the framework of the rate equation model. Finally, we analyze MZI switching windows for picosecond and subpicosecond control pulse delays and investigate the dynamic switching behavior for data rates beyond 500 Gb/s.
II. NUMERICAL RATE EQUATION MODEL
For the description of pulse propagation in SOAs, we introduce a distributed rate equation model. The model includes linear and nonlinear gain and refractive index dynamics, selfphase modulation, and gain saturation. These nonlinearities are caused by dynamic deviations of the energy distributions of electrons and holes from quasi-equilibrium. Generally, inter-0018-9197/02$17.00 © 2002 IEEE band transitions account for slow gain saturation, whereas intraband transitions lead to subpicosecond gain saturation.
In the rate equation approximation, the slow carrier dynamics are expressed by the carrier density as (1) where is the carrier injection rate ( is the active volume of the waveguide, is the amplifier length, current efficiency, is the injection current, is the active cross section), is the optical power of the mode and defines the gain coefficient. The confinement factor is calculated from the mode overlap with the gain region (active cross section) to be 0.25 for our structure. The spontaneous recombination rate depends on the carrier density and is given by [15] ( 2) where is the unimolecular recombination coefficient caused by trapping sites, denotes the bimolecular spontaneous radiative recombination coefficient, and is the Auger recombination coefficient.
On a subpicosecond timescale, the relevant carrier dynamics are dominated by intraband dynamics like carrier heating (CH), spectral hole burning (SHB), and two-photon absorption (TPA). The total optical amplifier gain change is expressed by [16] and [17] (3)
The different gain changes are attributed to the following physical processes: a (slow) carrier-density-dependent gain change , a temperature-dependent gain change due to ultrafast fast nonlinearities like CH, and an SHB-induced gain change . First, we consider the picosecond (slow) gain dynamics. The carrier-density-dependent gain change can be written as [18] (4) where and are the differential gain coefficient and the transparency carrier density, respectively. Introducing (4) into (1) and rearranging (1)-(4) yields (5) (6) where defines the slow saturation energy with typical values of 6-8 pJ, is the carrier-density-(and temperature)-dependent unsaturated gain in the absence of light, and is the photon energy. Note that depends on the confinement factor and the differential gain coefficient. Gain compression due to carrier heating effects is modeled in a similar way as (7) where and are the electron and lattice temperatures, respectively. The dynamic carrier heating process has been described by [17] (8) where defines the carrier energy density. The first term describes the temperature relaxation to equilibrium by the relaxation time . The term in brackets accounts for different mechanisms which heat up the carriers: free carrier absorption (through the absorption coefficient ), the temperature increase due to injected carriers , and the stimulated emission at the band edge . Simplifying (7) and (8) The pulse propagation in the amplifier is described by a distributed model. We assume that the optical pulse is a single transverse mode and is linearly polarized with a constant polarization. The electromagnetic field in the frequency domain propagating along the axis is then defined as (17) where is the transverse mode distribution and represents the propagation constant. The complex envelope is normalized such that . Using the slowly varying envelope approximation and integrating over the transverse dimensions results in [21] (18) where defines the linear background susceptibility. Expanding to second order around the pulse center frequency and introducing a local time variable finally leads to [22] ( 19) where accounts for linear loss. Nonlinear effects in the background medium are also considered by the TPA coefficient and the instantaneous Kerr nonlinearity . Group velocity dispersion is included through the coefficient as given by (20) where stands for the group velocity. Note that (19) is a nonlinear propagation equation in the time domain. The frequencydomain gain dispersion is modeled by a parabolic gain approximation
where defines the unsaturated gain coefficient [steady-state condition of (1)], and represent the slope and the curvature of the linear gain, and describes the slope changes with saturation. Integrating the propagation equations is performed making use of a numerical split-step Fourier method which provides both temporal and spectral information. We assume pulse shapes in the model. All model parameters are given in Table I , where is the saturation energy for CH effects. Generally, both electron and hole distributions are heated up. In a pump-probe experiment, these contributions cannot be separated which gives an averaged value for the saturation energy (typically on the order of 0.5 pJ).
The SHB dynamics are introduced by a similar approach (11) where is the SHB relaxation time constant and defines the saturation energies for SHB. Note that is wavelength-dependent and disappears at transparency. In the absorption regime, the SHB transient changes the sign.
The saturation energies for the subpicosecond dynamics are extracted from gain saturation experiments and pump-probe experiments. Finally, TPA reduces the gain through the absorption of photons. This instantaneous effect is proportional to the TPA coefficient and the power in the mode (12) The TPA coefficient is slightly material-and wavelength-dependent [19] . Within the wavelength range considered in this work, is assumed to be constant. The induced phase change is connected to the gain change via the linewidth enhancement factors , , , and [14] as (13) The intensity dependent instantaneous refractive index change and the corresponding TPA linewidth enhancement factor are commonly defined as [20] :
where is the Kerr coefficient for the intensity-induced refractive index change and defines the photon intensity. From the nonlinear phase change , the nonlinear refractive index (16) Integration along the propagation direction gives the total nonlinear phase change of the device. The experimental extraction of -parameters from pump-probe measurements will be shown in the next section.
III. NONLINEAR REFRACTIVE INDEX DYNAMICS: MODEL VERIFICATION
Since most all-optical switching devices are based on phase changes induced by optical control pulses, model verifications with respect to nonlinear phase dynamics in SOAs are of prime importance. For the experimental approach, we implement a heterodyne pump-probe setup as described by Hall et al. [23] . The bulk InGaAsP rib waveguide amplifier is 500-m long and tilted 7 to the crystal axis in order to reduce reflections. Fig. 1 gives the cross-sectional schematic of the amplifier. The normalized time evolution of the probe transmission and the SOA phase shift for different pump pulse energies is shown in Fig. 2 . The amplifier is biased with a current of 180 mA. Note that the short-and long-term changes of the nonlinear gain and phase are pulse-energy-dependent and saturate for high pump input energy levels ( fJ). Relaxation time constants corresponding to the different nonlinear processes are extracted from the measurements and are introduced into the model (see Table I ).
In order to describe the full dynamic range of the SOA, we perform heterodyne pump-probe measurements in several amplifier regimes by increasing the SOA injection current from 50 to 180 mA and varying the pump pulse energy between 5 and 160 fJ. The measured and simulated ultrafast phase shifts (taken at zero delay) are shown in Fig. 3 . We extract the linewidth enhancement factors by a least squares fit between theory and measurements. Similar data extractions are carried out for the "slow" phase transients. The values of the different phase changes are a function of the saturation energies of the slow and ultrafast dynamics and the pump energy. With the previously determined saturation energies, the rate equation model delivers values close to the measured values. All parameters used for the simulations are listed in Table I . The slow carrier-density-dependent parameter is in good agreement with alternative measurements on similar InGaAsP SOAs [24] . Published values are in a range of 4-8 and are generally wavelength-dependent. Note that the ultrafast -parameters are relatively small and give only a small contribution to the pulse chirp. In particular, is quasi negligible since a spectral hole generally depletes the gain symmetrically around the emission wavelength. The Kramers-Kronig transformation gives no refractive index change for such a case. In our approach, accounts for asymmetries in the spectral pulse shape due to saturation effects which can cause asymmetrical spectral holes.
The parameter relates the instantaneous changes of the refractive index to those of the gain by (13)- (15) . Thereby, the Kerr coefficient includes TPA, and virtual processes, such as an electronic Raman shift and optical Stark effect which all contribute to [20] . The rate equation model including the gain-phase coupling will be used for the calculation of the subpicosecond pulse dynamics of MZI switches. All-optical switching can be achieved inducing a -phase shift on the signal pulse in one of the SOAs which implies pump energies of several hundred femtojoules and SOA injection currents on the order of 200 mA. 
IV. CROSS-GAIN MODULATION AND CROSS-PHASE MODULATION IN SOAS
The XGM/XPM experiments are carried out on an integrated MOCVD-grown bulk InGaAsP SOA with an active section length of 500 m. For the pulse experiments, we use a spectral domain pump-probe setup with a pulsewidth of 150 fs (optical parametric oscillator, pumped by a pulsed Ti : sapphire laser, jitter 50 fs). A cross-correlation technique provides the pulse shapes. The experimental setup and the device structure have been previously described [13] .
The sampling positions for the XGM/XPM experiments are illustrated in Fig. 4 together with the gain and phase dynamics obtained by heterodyne pump-probe experiments. Data are taken around the gain compression where pump and probe pulses have at least a partial overlap. Fig. 5(a) depicts the cross-correlated probe pulse for different pump-probe delays . Pump and probe input energies are 250 and 1 fJ, respectively ( nm). At ps, the pump pulse precedes the probe pulse and has no influence. The measurements show asymmetrical pulse shapes and considerable pulse broadening when the probe pulse is slightly delayed with respect to the pump pulse. At zero delay we even observe break-up of the probe pulse. The probe pulse spectrum [see Fig. 5(b) ] is red-shifted for ps and blue-shifted for ps. The maximum wavelength shift turns out to be as much as 6 nm.
These measured effects are verified by the numerical model which provides the temporal and spectral evolution of the pulses (see Fig. 6 ). The simulations confirm that the measured distortions are caused by combined XGM/XPM. For negative pump-probe delays, the pump-induced refractive index change leads to a red-shift of the probe pulse. When the pump and probe pass each other, the sign of the refractive index change reverses and the probe spectrum is consequently blue-shifted. Around zero delay, the strong pump pulse induces a nonlinear gain compression leading to asymmetrical pulse shapes and pulse broadening.
Generally, the simulations qualitatively confirm the experimental results. In the simulated response, the break-up is not as clear as in the experimental data. However, the simulations provide an undulated pulse shape which is sensitive to the pulse delay (especially in over the range 50 to 50 fs) and the pump pulse energy. In the experiment, the accuracy of the absolute pulse position is limited to about 25 fs, which might explain this difference.
The calculated spectral and pulse-shape distortions are of prime importance in the 100-200-fs pulse regime (wavelength shifts up to 7 nm). For pump pulse energies on the order of 0.5 pJ, the probe pulsewidth is more than doubled. In the simulations, pulse break-up can only be found for pulsewidths below 300 fs. Note that, for picosecond pulses, the pulse distortions disappear since the pump-induced turn-on and turn-off transients are slower than SHB and CH effects and therefore their impact on the subpicosecond gain saturation vanishes. It should be noted that the simulated probe pulsewidths are lower than the measured values, which is caused by the pulse walk-off in the BBO crystal used for the upconversion.
Possible consequences of the observed pulse deteriorations are performance limitations for terahertz switching devices operating with subpicosecond pulses or in the pulse overlap regime. One example is the SOA-based ultrafast nonlinear interferometer (UNI) switch. The UNI operation is based on birefringence in optical fibers and switching is achieved by overlapping the signal and control pulses in the SOA. UNI switches have demonstrated all-optical demultiplexing of over 160 Gb/s [6] . The consequences of subpicosecond pulse interactions for SOA-based MZI switches will be investigated in the next section.
V. MZI SWITCHES
In this section, we analyze the impact of the observed pulse deteriorations on the subpicosecond switching performance of a symmetric MZI switch [25] . A schematic of the device is given in Fig. 7 . Details on device structure and all-optical demultiplexing experiments up to 160 Gb/s have been previously reported in [8] and [26] . For the pulse experiments, we consider the copropagation arrangement which reveals the best performance with respect to small switching windows and high ON/OFF ratios. Note that, during counterpropagation, the switching window is principally given by the time required by the pulse to travel twice trough the 500--long SOA [11] , [12] . Thus, the minimum switching window in counterpropagation is about 10 ps, which is not suitable for high-speed applications.
The 150-fs signal and control pulses ( , ) are cross-polarized and coupled into the device by a tilted fiber array. The fibers broaden the pulses to 180 fs. In the switched state, the control pulse saturates SOA1, inducing a gain and refractive index change on the signal pulse . The power of is adjusted for an optimum phase shift of which provides an all-optically switched signal pulse from the bar to the cross output port. Since our pulse source has a low repetition rate of 80 MHz, the induced phase change has automatically recovered before the arrival of the next couple of pulses. Thus, there is no need for the second control pulse in this particular experiment (input pulse energy ). The switching state is obtained for SOA bias currents of 200 and 213 mA. At this operation point, the bar signal is maximal and the cross signal is minimal. Fig. 8 gives the measured and simulated pulse shape at the cross output port for the switched state ( on, mA). Signal and control pulses are operated in the overlap mode ( ). We thus consider a worst-case situation. As a reference, we have indicated the cross output pulse for propagation along only one MZI arm ( , off). The input signal and control pulse energies ( , ) are 1 fJ (unsaturated) and 250 fJ, respectively. The control pulse energy is thus optimized for a maximum cross output signal which corresponds to a -phase shift of the signal pulse. In the switched state, the output pulse is strongly distorted by the subpicosecond gain compression in SOA1. The measured pulse shape is in good agreement with the simulated one. The enhanced pulsewidth in the experimental data is due to the pulse broadening in the up-conversion process. Fig. 9 shows the pulse spectrum at the cross output for the same conditions. For the switched state, we observe a strongly modulated output spectrum due to XPM by the strong control pulse. These pulse distortions have only a significant effect for signal-control pulse delays ps. In order to test the high-speed capability of the MZI switch, we investigate its switching window by injecting a second control pulse with variable delay . In order to investigate the minimum switching window, the signal pulse is replaced by a CW beam ( nm, W) which is modulated by the control pulses. The CW beam is operated above the maximum gain (1520 nm) whereas the control pulse wavelength is fixed at 1500 nm. For these conditions we obtain maximum gain (phase) shifts together with high pump suppression after CW beam filtering for the cross-correlation. Fig. 10 gives the simulated and measured cross output signal for control pulse delays between 0.5 ps and 3 ps. The switching windows are calculated from the MZI cross and bar transfer functions and which are given by [12] (23)
where and are the gain and phase of SOA1 and SOA2, respectively. The temporal gain and phase changes are calculated with the previously described rate equation model including ultrafast carrier dynamics. In the simulations, the MMIs are assumed to be ideal. For control pulse delays longer than 1.5 ps, the switching window reaches its maximum transmission value. However, decreasing the delay below 1 ps results in reduced ON/OFF ratios of the all-optically switched cross output signal. Lower ON/OFF ratios in the experimental results are due to the amplified spontaneous emission noise and the noise background of the detector system. Therefore, the subpicosecond turn-off transients are not visible in the measurements. Pump-probe experiments using low-noise detectors reveal a maximum dynamic contrast of 17 dB (see Fig. 11 ).
The calculated ultrafast transient around is caused by subpicosecond refractive index changes with induced phase shifts in excess of (slight oversteering).
Investigations of the switched output when replacing the CW signal by 180-fs signal pulses show that the ON/OFF contrast is further decreased by about 3 dB for ps and ps. This reduction is due to the above-mentioned pulse interactions for subpicosecond pulse delays and partial pulse overlap.
From our results, we conclude that the presented MZI switch is capable of demultiplexing at data rates of over 600 Gb/s (assuming a jitter-free receiver). The corresponding signal and control pulsewidths should be lower than 500 fs since the turn-on/turn-off transients of the switching window are principally given by the control pulsewidths. However, data rates approaching 1 Tb/s would imply reduced ON/OFF ratios and increased bit error rates. In this regime, the intrinsic switching window is limited by the subpicosecond nonlinearities regardless of the signal and control pulsewidths.
VI. DYNAMIC MZI SWITCHING BEHAVIOR FOR HIGH-SPEED DATA RATES
As we have seen in the previous section, the symmetric MZI switch reveals an intrinsic switching capacity beyond 600 Gb/s. However, in practical applications, the switching performance is further reduced by the following effects.
• Channel rates much higher than 80 Mb/s degrade the MZI ON/OFF ratios since the carrier density is not fully recovered between the control pulses (slow carrier relaxation time constant ps). This dynamic effect can only be partly compensated by adapted injection currents or pulse energies.
• Data signal levels which saturate the carrier density in the SOAs also degrade the MZI ON/OFF ratios.
• Timing jitter of the control and data signal reduce the effective switching window.
• Data and control pulseswidths have to be adapted to the switching window in order to avoid crosstalk between the channels. In order to investigate the dynamic switching behavior for high-speed applications, we simulate the MZI response for data rates between 80 and 640 Gb/s and various channel rates (control pulse rates). Note that all-optical demultiplexing has been experimentally demonstrated at 160 Gb with a channel rate of 10 Gb/s [7] - [10] .
For the simulations, the signal power is kept low to prevent carrier density saturation whereas the control power levels are adjusted for a maximum ON/OFF ratio ( -phase shift). Data and control pulsewidths are decreased from 1 ps (80 Gb/s) to 125 fs (640 Gb/s).
For example, Fig. 12 shows the MZI switching dynamics for a data rate of 320 Gb/s and a control rate of 40 Gb/s. The control pulse delay is 2 ps (switching window). The gain dynamics of the two SOAs are normalized to their unsaturated gain. Note that the gain is strongly saturated due to the elevated control rate of 40 Gb/s which has to be compensated for by increased control pulse energies.
The calculated phase difference between the two MZI arms is dominated by subpicosecond transients caused by the ultrafast gain and phase dynamics. These nonlinear effects degrade the ON/OFF ratio and induce spikes due to the strongly saturated gain (oversteering). Nevertheless, the switching window is clearly open with a maximum transmission of 14.5 dB. Fig. 13 depicts the calculated ON/OFF ratios and the control pulse energies for data rates between 80 and 640 Gb/s. The curves are given for different control rates in order to demonstrate the impact of control-pulse-induced gain saturation on the transmission window. For reference, we have indicated the unsaturated situation (control rate of 80 Mb/s). Note that the control pulse energies needed to obtain the maximum ON-OFF ratio increase with data rate and control rate which is a consequence of the gain (phase) saturation effect. Doubling the control pulse rates generally reduces the ON/OFF value by 1-2 dB. For data rates beyond 320 Gb/s, the ON-OFF contrast is considerably reduced by the subpicosecond nonlinear effects which implies increased bit error rates in the subsequent receiver. Depending on the channel rate, demultiplexing at up to 640 Gb/s might still be possible.
It should be noted that the ON/OFF ratio is not ideal and is difficult to adjust for this type of MZI. The phase condition has to be adjusted by tuning the SOA currents and the control powers. Therefore, the operation point is always a compromise between minimal saturation and optimal phase shift. The penalty in terms of nonideal ON/OFF ratios can be prevented by integrating additional phase shifters in order to optimize the phase condition independently from the SOA carrier density (optimization of operation point). These type of improved MZIs have demonstrated unsaturated ON/OFF contrasts of more than 25 dB [26] .
In practical switching applications, the timing jitter of control/data signals reduces the effective switching window. Recently, mode-locked fiber lasers have demonstrated very low timing jitter values of less than 100 fs [27] . Using these kind of pulse sources with appropriate pulsewidths, we conclude that the symmetric MZI is suitable for demultiplexing of data rates beyond 500 Gb/s.
VII. CONCLUSION
The paper presents an overview of theoretical and experimental results on picosecond and subpicosecond dynamics in SOAs and in SOA-based all-optical switches. Nonlinear effects like carrier heating, spectral holeburning, and two-photon absorption have been investigated by heterodyne pump-probe experiments which deliver key parameters such as saturation energies and the gain-index parameters of the different processes. The basic physical effects have been introduced in a phenomenological rate equation model which reproduces the experimental results.
Additionally, XGM/XPM experiments revealed considerable pulse distortions in the time and spectral domain. For strong pump pulse levels, we observed pulse break-up of the probe pulse and spectral shifts of about 6 nm. These pulse deteriorations occur in the subpicosecond pulse regime and led to performance limitations of SOA-based devices. The main observations are confirmed well by the simulations.
As a next step, the high-speed switching capabilities of fully integrated MZI switches have been analyzed. With a spectrally resolved cross-correlation technique, the minimum MZI switching window is found to be 1.5 ps, which provides OTDM at over 600 Gb/s. Calculations based on the above-mentioned model have shown that the switching window can be reduced by XGM/XPM induced pulse distortions, especially for partially overlapping control and data pulses. Nevertheless, demultiplexing beyond 320 Gb/s using MZI switches might still be possible.
